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y most teachers realire that reading instruction doesn't stop

at scary grades, that, in fact, every teacher should be perceived

7*''efila teacher of reading- -a content specialist_ Could not the same case

be made for writing? content area teachers are the most appropriate

t2p.
ones to teach studOnts to read texts, would they not also be the cost

appropriate ones to teacq the content area writing that they or their

textbooks assign?

Mathematics Teachers Do Assign Writing

A recent survey (Donlan, 1974) indicated that teachers in all con-
.

tett: areas .assign writing--even mathematics teachers. _Almost half of

-the- mathematics- -teachers (n.= 11 surveyed- assigned- some sort of writing,

other than. essay tests and short answer questions. In fact three types

of writing were assigned: narration (1871 of teachers surveyed), exposi-

tion (36%), and reporting f457.); even though there was a tendency for

these assignments to be brief (under 300 words) and infrequent (1-6/year)

Generally, these surveyed mmthemetics teachers tended to assign writing

as an extension of class work, rather that, as extra credit or enrich-

cent. And although 55 percent of the surveyed math 4ftachers felt that

- writing vas the responsibility of the English teacher, 457. felt that the

teaching of writing was to be shared by the content area teacher.
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Also

Citritzi-.1.y a. population of 14 c=1;=tics teachers is inadektate

za-pie 0:1 witicb to justify or describe teaching or assigning homposi-

awl in math classes, thou-41 the sample was only a subset of 123

ter-chs.rs drawn from a large metropolitan area- However, there was

evidence that some catl=atics teachers assigned, and sometimes taught,

writing in the content area of clathw-atics.

One night logically question the type of writing appropriate for a

class primarily focused on quantitative, not verbal, skills. A survey

of recent mathEmatics textbooks can supply specific types of assign-

ments that can be made- Out of 195 mathematics textbooks housed at the

two curriculum centers at ATCP., 9 listed writing assignments that required

composition skills..(See Appendix for list of texts). Table I indicates

the r.u-z_e er of writing assignments by text by writing type:

Table Writing Assignments /Math

Text/Writing Type

Grade
Text Level of Assignments

xYPe
Repot Research

1

1. . 7 1 3

2 18 f 6

3 18 I 8
4 7 1 !

..
6

5 sa 2
6 7 i 10

7 18 9
8 7 1 7

9 _I g 7

I

4 I 5 58

P. 1 2-10,
X 1 6.4

3

0

0
6

6
2

10
9
7

47 10
0-10
5.2

3
6
2

0

0
0
0

0

0

11

0-6
1.2

0
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Of Ce..3. ;1: assig.nents, I.:4re 1.1belA "reports": e. s., "2epont

3

I
07: a.: con7ri.mtions of Lis: Pascal," "Report on the abacoo and

ancient comprzing devices." 171a addLtional 11 assigncents were levele0

"research" or "investigate": e.g., "Research the Eabylonien numerical

system." "Investigate bow ancient Egyptians, Eabytanincs,0,Greeks, and

. Romans represent rational nu=bers." Although oae can argue the semantic

differences between "report" and "research," it is this investigator's

impress ion that the texts sere asking the students to do the salte

thing: read secondary sources and SutrmariZe the findings. Nevertheless,

Table 2 lists the assignments by type (report-research) and by subject

matter (people, concepts, other). V:

Table 2- Writing Assignments from

Nine Mathematics Textbooks/Type/Subject matter

Reports

People

A. Phyllotaxis
B. GeorgeuCantor

Textbook

1

3

Z.

C. Rene Descartes 3, 4, 7
D. John Napier 4, 5

E. Carl Frederick Gauss 4
F F. Eratosthenes 4

G. !liaise Pascal 5, 7, 9
N. RenryBriggs (with Napier) 5
I. Zeno 6, 8
J. Euclid 6, 7, 8
K. Thales 6, 8
L. Archimedes 6, 8
U. Piecann ( =with lobacheuski) 7

N. Pythagoris 7, 9
O. Leonard Euler 7, 9
p. George Mend 1

t_.)

9
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II- arty ratical Concupts

Perfect cumbers, amicable =bars,.

F. Bo-zacci sequence of numbers 3, 6

B. Abacus and other ancient computing
davices

ti

3

C. History of our numerals 3

D. Ancient numbers system 3

E. History of negative numbers 3

F. Representation of rational numbers by
;:g

Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks, an4e
Romans y 1, a

G. History of equations 3

H. Polar coordinates 3

3 3

I. Fractions: Babylonians, Greeks, and

ggyptlans

3

Probabilities of height when dwarf and
giant pea plants are crossed 3

K. Use-of roman-numerals. .in modern times. 4

L. Egyptians' contributions to geometry 4

If. 'Greeks' contributions to geometrt 4 Ae
-

N. Septimal (base seven) system) 4

0. history of standards of mepsure 4

P. History of one or tore units of measure 4

Q. Differences among avoirdupois, troy and
apothecaries' weights 4

R. History of the thermometer 4

S., Pascal's triangle and relation to study
of probability 5

T. Number eihistory of development of
logarithms 5

5
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r. Listory ond del.tio?=-421-. of Kinlm-Arabic I

S numar2tion 6

V. Prime summers 6,8

U. Names and symbols for newiva numbers used
in the past 6

3- Symbols for zero through the ages 6, 9

Y. Egyptian sythols for fractions 6, 8

Z. History-of the calendar 6

an. Triangular and square numbers 7, 9

bb. "Squaring a circle" and its relationship
tor.

cc. Babylonians, Egyptians, and Hindi's contri-
bution to development of algebra

/
dd. History and development of decimal

5.
ee: Modular systems and their independence

from fractions

7, 9.

8

8

if_ Decimal and decimal point 8

gg., Irrational numbers/decimal system 8

4

bh. Trans finite number clZ 0
(alph-null) 9

III. Other

a. Review Flatland, by E. A. Abbott

b. Functions and activities of the U.S.
Bureau of Standards,

c. Modern electronic computers

d. History of calendar

e. Careers in oath

4

6

6

7, 9

f. Collect information on interest rates
for large companies buying on time 9

6

5
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Peaple

A. George Cantor 2
D. Rene Descartes 2
C. George Boall
D. Pierre Fermat 2-

E. BenriPoincare . .2

-F. Leonbard Euler 2
G." Blaise Pgsnal 2
H. Earl Gauss 2
I. Pierre de Laplace 2
J. Daniel Bernoulli 2
K. Abraham Demainel 2

II. Mathematical Concepts

A. Babylonian numerical system'
D. Greek numerical systems

'
2

C.' Mayan numerical systems- 2

II Other

A. Maps, types of projections 1

B. U.S. Geodetic'Sprvey 1

C. U.S. Office of Statistical Standards,
Bureau of Census and federal agencies 2

Assigning vs'. Teaching Writing a

Although an examination of the nine mathematics textbooks indicates

that writing is assigned, there is little or no evidence to indicate

that writing is, or should be, taught. For example, out of 58 assign-

ments, there are only 7 instances where "helps," or enabling-suggestions

are made, but none of the suggestions concerning the fora of the writing

--merely the content: e.g., giving a source to read or posing a provoca-

tive question. Asking the students in mathematils to write reports

without enabling suggestions is comparable to requiring students in

geography to compute average daily rainfall without providing a.formula:

in both cases students are presumed to have skills they might not really

have.

7
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7.!31-.ts ef: Discozrse

. 4

Zr, 2x=min.; Table 2. one cam see that students are asked to urice

hi,:ten%v (e.g., "report on she life of Lepthard Euler") , his

(t.x., "report on the bistory of on or more'units of mensuref,

-

exopaition (e,g., "report on Pascal's triangle and its relation to. the

study of probability"), analysis (e.g., "report on the differences among

avoirdepois, troy, and apothecaries' weights"), cause and effect (e.g.,

- report on modular systems and their independence from fractions"),--to

mention a few modes of thought and discourse. In reality, each mode

-demands a different organization, perhaps even a different paragraph

structure. Consider these two paragraphs from mathematics content

- writing:

(1) Biography

Fermat, Pierre. de (1601-1655), a French mathermtician, won fame

for his work in the theory of numbers or integers- He also shared in

the invention of analytic geometry and. calculus. He formulated, the

least-time law to explain the diffraction (bending) of light, and also

developed an equarioi for the graph of a straight line_ His "last

theorem" has never been proved or disproved. Fermat knew integral

solutions of the u;untion x
2

y
2

r. Z
2

(for example, 3
2

4
2

= 5
2

. His

theorem held that there was no whole number solution of xn y . s xn if

the exponent, a, ek larger than 2. Fermat, along with BlaLse Pascal,

is credited uith on the theory of probability, now widely used

in Insurance and statistics. Fermat practiced law in Toulouse and

'studied mathematics only as a bobby. He was born in Beaumont-de-Lompagne

/free World Book Encyclopedia (c..1272),, vol.. 7, p. 767_

.20
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.

B;lx-::a.rt 600 amd 309 B.C., the Creaks took the next grept step .in .

di 1. .
. .,

matitics. They inherited a large part of their.pathematical
- *

..9 4. .-

kno:LItise from the Babylonians but they became the- first peo4e.tov ..
.

separate mathematics from practical problems. For eAmple, they.

separated geometry from practical applications and made it into an

abstract exploration of space. They bed this study of points, lines,

and.fio0 ures, such as triangles aid cLicles, oo logical reasoning rather

than.oa facts found in nature. ?hales of Ifiletus (c 640-546 B.C.), a

philosopher, helped begin this viewpoint of geotsetry. The Witosophei

Pythagoras (c. 580-c._500 B.C.) and his followers explored the nature

of nombers....BuclidAc. 300 B.C., one of the foremost Creqkmathemati-
.

cians, organized geometry as asingle logical system. His book, The

Elements, remains one" of the basic works in studying mathematics /From
4%

Uorld Book Encyclooedia (c. 1972), Vol... 13, p. 2427.

On 9e surface both paragraphs appear to be similar in length and
. ,..,

(..content. However, a.closer examinati n of the paragraphs (after

Christenson, 1967) indicates that the paragraphs are quite different:

(1) Biography

Hain 1. Fermat, Pierre de (1401-1655), a French mathematician, won fame
..

Idea
for his work in the theory of numbers or integers.

fain 1- He also shared in the invention of analytiC geometry and calculdi.
Idea 410

Hein "1. lie formultated the least-time law to explain the diffraction (bend-

Idea
ing of light, and also developed an equation for the graph of a

) straight line.

Nein i,. His "last theorem" has never been proved or disproved.

Idea

9
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-

.1 e.;. %./ rat kaa./ istegral solutions of the equation x2 :-.7 r. Z2
4.0 . s . .....0 " .

2
"

\- 2 / _ .

...

Q.,
<for example, 3 A. 4.7,..: a ).

. .

coordinat'2 4 f .
. .A.i,

. r

r

. id ea.; ". 2. His theorem held that there was no whole numbefsolution-of
. -

.
1 ,

n
P . .

_ 1
.

4.. yP = zzl- .f the exponent, a, is _larger than z. .

.s: )? f . ;
Nain 1. Fermat, ealong with Blaise Pascal, is credited :with origina5Xng the

.

idea
theory of probability now widely tiipp in

-
insurance and gtatisfics.

.. -.
'

. - .

'

.

Hain 1. Fermat_ practiced law, in Touloupe and studied mathematics, only as a

ft.4

.
.

.
4..

. ,
hobby.

'.
'

. -
4 4

. ..

Main 1. He was bprn in eBeaumoat- d-Lompagne,
. . . V' . 'le'

idea .
- r

. (2) History : % ,

1 r S ? '" 4
O ,,

Main 1. Between 600 end 300 B:C., ther Greeks took. the next great sterin
4!. idea . .

e,4 ' ....
o G.'
117,,,

''
2. They inherited a large part of their mathematical knowledge

e r
40Q

coordinlmte
from the Babylonians.

ideas
2. But, they became the first people to separate mathematics from

,
. practical problems. ..

.
,

e 6 0
c s

.

3 For exaMple, they separated geometry from practical appli-
o

0 cations and made At into an abstract exploration of- Space.

Nif. They based chis studY of points, lines, 'and figures,
O

6
o
0 4k such as triangles and circles, on. logical reasoning
dc?

47 rather than facts found in nature.
,

4 *4 6-1.

A f3:,..,<,,,,\I. 5. Thales of. Miletus (c 640446 A. C.), a philosopher,
..

st, 1., .

$ 1 \ helped begin this viewpoint of geometry.
coordinate

i

.

'
i

ideas . 1

:5. The philosopher Pythagorus (c. 580-c. 5001B.C.) and

his followers explored the nature of numbers.-

1 0

eo
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SI : - . : , - . ..' *Vy r i5. Ettcli (o. 300 B.C.), one of te foremost Greek
%

*athematic iaria organized geomelrf as a sinelt
1

ILlogidal system. t
A

.t. %.

10

6. 'His book The Elements remains. one of the-basic
. .- .*

41
works-in studying 03 thenlatiCS

.

assagel--biography--contains 7 main ideas with little or no,subord,inat-
- 4int btateitenta Whereas passalie 2--history--tontaint only one main idea', .ft

-'
with 8 subordinatinsentengea involving 5 leffels of subordination.

. -- .S Passed* I is almost a )4.st;_whereas_passals a is a fairly in-depth dis-
... .t., II *c" -%"scussLon. Ther efore, report,- 14 pot a functional word, but list and

discuss are. Consequently; "reporting" on - Xts l, e and contributiorli.., I
. .

:* vi/.1,finvolve'c"lower level," more general xPriting than will "reporting"
. t /

t
_:
- . ..... . -

1

.--dgr'fifi---gt.40,ivreir dg.;...,e1CiPtireilt of concept x,,

-

ft

.
Writing" from Te'xt, Not Copying

If it is understoOd 'that (1) reportirrhg elude*" many modes Of dis-, .-..

- ... P
.

Zt
courpe, frock low level composing, i.e., listing; to hIgktrevel composing,

---- - ... ... .i.e.; 'analyzing. and synthesizins and (2)- more precise guide words- (e.g., ""''' .. .
- .. - - . - .. alist, discuss; show causes aria Vfee,ts) can give students a clearer under- -I, g'

e

°. standing-. of what they'are to do, the mathematics teachers problem is to

keep students froia cdpyindirectli from encyclopedias, or other secon-

dary/tertiary sources. Sirice'undeir such circumstances #,L1) students are

not in all itrobabilitylearrang any content a*d (2) t_eY gfi might as wellk' h..%

. ,
. xee'rog the source, band' it .in, or read from it. Both mastery 6f content.. . t. ., _ , . .- 4

.

o and acquisition of. writing sVill. would be beit served 'i-f t6 is;Lin-. ,
.% r,

meat were made, in such.a,vay as to precludb copying'. Here.lre:,some
1

.

.
methods for ensuring original writing:. ..

/ -
-..

4.
. r . .

1

I.
. 6

a g6
1 6 0

-
.* It; .
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a.

The.mathematics teacher might--

Base the assignment on more than one socece so thd student

will have' to aseimilate the cateriof. .4

ft

2. Control the sourceetfiat is, limit the references tc only i"

sr,

..604
.

few sources thet every student has access to; even xerox the
c.

..

sources for the entire class_ c

3. .Conduce.brief paraphrasing exercises in class-in which studentd

%
.

synthesize'Wo.sentences telatinc identical or similar comsat
. 4.

0

into one original sentence.

11

.1%
. Conclusion

(A .. .

e ,f,

The purpose.of thisearticle has not been to defend writing as part
,

ofthe matinematics ctsrriculum. However,' the author has noted that s'ome-
.

-"mlathematics'teachprs and some mathematics textbooks assign writing as an
.

.

exteAsion of classwork 'If =icing is assigned, it might also well beI
, a

.
. I

.

taught. Several teaching strategies that are not time-consumingwoul.d:
. .

1 -...

.

insure higher quality writing and, thus,.more effective learning: .'

1. Make the student aware of the type of reading, thinking; and

writing the topic demailds.,
. .

* 2. If possible give students model paragraphs, diagrammed, to
.

.

c-- dhow how ideas relate' in, for instance, biography,4history,
. .

. . ,
. .

and expOsition. .

-0,
.

4'

3 Encourage students to engage in original writing by (a) basing

the assignment on more *n one'sourb)pontrolling
la

,

'Itource, (c) conducting pkreAhrasing exercises in class..

4

1:4

;12

0 0
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APPENDIX

Mathematic* Texts Used in Survey

1. Deana, Edwina; Kane, Robert B_; cNeen, George H.; and Oesterle,
Robert A. Structuring Mathemitics. New York: American Book:
Cotpany, 1968. 4'

4

3_ Oblason, Donovan A. and Kinsella, J;hn J. Algebra: Its Seruc Cure
and Applications. New York: MacMillan Co., "197.

4. Smith, Eugene P.; Calder, George' A.; Mehl, William G., and Rasmussen,
:Dean S. Discoveries in Modern Mathematic*, Course One/ Columbus,
Ohio: Chltifes E.-Merrill Publishing Co., 1968.

$

5. Smith, Eugene P.; Calder, George A.; Mehl, William G.; Rasmussen,
Dean S.; and Steinen, Ramon F. Discoveries in Modern Niche-

, =tics, Course 2, Columbus, Ohib, Charles V Merrill Books,
Inc., 1968.

'
6. 8°14, _Max- A: and Maletsky, Evan M. Develovinil4athematiCal Ideas,

-Book-1. Boston, Mass., Ginn and Co., 1966_ -

- -
.7. Sobel, Max A. and Ma).etskk-, Evan M. De;eioping _Mathematical Ideas,

Book II. Poston, Mass.t Gina and Cd., .1967.
. J.

4

8. Sabel, Max A. an4 Maletsky,- Evan M. Mathematics I." Lexington,
- 114ss.:Ginn and Com§any, 1074.

../ .
e 1. 7

9. Sobel MaXA. an Maletsky, Evan 1-1-. Mathematics II. Iferington.. $

ffass -; Ginn ,
and Company, 1974.
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